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Summary: Because of soaring uranium prices, hundreds of companies have formed to capitalize up

Now that the spot uranium price has sustained above $40/pound, after a 20-year drought and a b

While numerous Canadian junior exploration companies hope to find a new discovery in various u

Some of the newly arrived uranium companies acquired those drilling databases and their proper

There are pitfalls when investing in those companies which plan to establish ISL operations. D

These are the four key questions which must be answered if you wish to minimize your risk when
¯
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¯

How permeable are the ore bodies you plan to mine?
What is your average grade?
Over what area does your rollfront extend?
What is the depth of your ore body?

One of the most important factors to consider is the permeability of the sandstone, from which

The make-break point for a formation´s permeability is its Darcy rating. How high is the Darcy

With low permeability in a tight formation, you may need to space more wells in a typical well

Uranium grades can be a contentious point. ˆGrade is the driving force,˜ Harry Anthony shot ba

Uranium grades can impact the cost of operating an ISL plant. An ISL plant may operate at 5000

Another way to evaluate a company´s uranium property is looking at each part of its developmen
The cost to install a pattern also depends over how much territory your uranium deposits run.

There are many variables within the above advices provided by these experts. However, the impo
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